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The classical extremal problem of minimizing a functional under equality 
operator constraint becomes complicated if the operator which determines 
the constraint is unbounded. The crucial problem of tangent directions to 
such a constraint set cannot be solved by the classical Lusternik theorem 
or any of its generalization which requires boundedness of the operator. 
In [2] Altman introduced a “Global Linearization Iterative Method’ on 
the basis of which existence of solutions for nonlinear unbounded operator 
equation has been proved. 
In [3,6] by using the results from [2] the existence of tangent directions 
has been proved for the nonlinear evolution equation in which an abstract 
derivative represents the unbounded operator term. 
In this paper the results from [2], precisely “Global Linearization 
Iterative Method I,” which is based on the method of contractor directions, 
are applied in order to determine the tangent directions to the equality 
constraint given by a nonlinear unbounded operator. On the basis of this 
result a necessary condition for extremal problem with such a constraint is 
determined. 
In the next part of this paper the Dubovitskii-Milyutin method in the 
case of several equality constraints from [7] is extended to the case where 
one of the equality constraints is given by the nonlinear unbounded 
operator mentioned earlier. The idea of such an extension is to provide a 
model for optimization or optimal control problems of nonlinear evolution 
equations subject to equality constraints. 
* On leave from Institute of Mathematics, University of Lodz, Poland. 
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1. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM 
Let 2 c Y c X be Banach spaces with norms 
II . II z 2 II f II r 2 II . II x. 
Let us assume that there exist positive constants C, S with 0 < S< 1 such 
that 
(AO) Ilxllr~C ll-4l,k,-” IlXllC. 
Let IV, be an open ball in Y with center x0 in Z and radius r > 0. Put 
V, = IV, n Z and let I-‘, be the closure of V, in the norm of space Y. 
Let us consider a mapping: 
P: V, + E, 
where E is another Banach space with a norm 1). 11 (or E = X), of the form 
P=L+F+f (1.1) 
where L is an unbounded linear operator, F is nonlinear, and f is locally 
Lipschitzian. If the domain of P is 9 then we put V,, = 9 n W, n Z. 
Consider the following extremal problem: Minimize the functional F,(x) 
on Y under the constraint 
P(x) = Lx + F(x) +f(x) = 0. (1.2) 
We introduce the following assumptions: 
(Al) F,(x) is Frechet differentiable at x0. 
(A2) F is differentiable in the following sense: for each XE V. there 
exists a linear operator F’(x) such that 
E-’ IIF(x+ch)-F(x)-~F’(x)hll -+O 
as e-+0+, where h E Y. 
(A3) f is differentiable at x0 in the following sense: there exists a 
linear operator f’(x,) such that 
c’ Ilfbo + Eh) -fbo) - @(x0) hII + 0 
as s-+0+, where h E Y. 
4@3/151/2-4 
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(A4) fsatisfies the following local Lipschitz condition: there exists a 
constraint q. > 0 such that 
Ilf’(x+~~)-f(~)ll6qo~ ll4lx and qoco < 1, 
where XE V,, X+&E Vo, O<ad 1. 
(AS) There exists a constant Co>0 with the following property: for 
x E V, and g E E, if h is a solution of the equation 
Lh+F’(x)h+g=O 
then 
ll~lL6 co Ilsll. 
This extremal problem under assumptions (Alt(A5) is called Problem I. 
In order to discuss necessary conditions of optimality we must find the 
tangent directions for constraint set: Px=O. But the Lusternik theorem 
assumptions are too strong for Problem I. In order to prove the existence 
of tangent directions for Problem I we consider the general linearization 
iterative method based on the method of contractor direction (see [ 11). 
First we state a theorem on existence of solutions of Eq. (1.2) under 
constraints (A2)-(A5). The proof of this theorem is given in [2]. For this 
we need the following definition. 
DEFINITION (Altman [2]). Let p> 0, 0 d v < 1, 0 2 0 be given numbers. 
Then the linearized equation 
Lz+F'(x)z+F(x)-F'(x)x+f(x)=O 
admits approximate solutions of order (p, v, B) if there exists a constant 
M> 0 with the following property: For every x E Vo, K > 1, and Q ? 1, if 
llxll z < K then there exist a residual (error) vector y and a vector z such that 




In addition we make the following assumption: 
(A6) Let (xn} c V. be a Cauchy sequence in Y and let {h,} c Z 
be bounded in Y. Then E, -+ 0 implies E;’ IIF(x, +&,A,) -F(x,) - 
&,F’(x,) h, 11 + 0 as n + co. 
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We now construct an iterative process as in [2]. Let x0, xl, . . . . x, E V, 
and tO=O, tie+. t, satisfy the induction assumptions 
lb, II z < A exW( 1 - 4) tJ = K, (1.3) 
llfYx,)ll G IIWdlI ev-(l-4) t,L (1.4) 
where a and A satisfy 
a(l-q)-110, a> [p(l-v)-IT-1 (1.5) 
MM”p(qpo)-l’p< [~(l -q)- l] A1-y-u’p, (1.6) 
where IIP(xO)jl = p,,. Let h, be a solution of equation 
Lh + F’(x) h + P(x,) + y, = 0. (1.7) 
Then for 0 c E, Q 1 we put 
t n+l =tn+c,, t,,=O, x~+~=x,,+E~~~. 
THEOREM 1.1 (Altman [2]). In addition to the assumptions (A2) to 
(A6) suppose that 
qoco<q< 1 and 9=(4-9oCoY2<q (1.8) 
p(l -v)-a>0 (1.9) 
CN[l( 1 - q)] -I exp[I( 1 - q)] < r (1.10) 
with N, I such that 
Then 
N= (2Cp,)‘-” [a(1 -4) A]’ 
1=1-S(l+a)>O or a<(1 -S)/F. 
~~g~~Ilhnll~~CNW(I-~)l-lexp(~~l-ql) (1.11) 
and the equation Px = 0 has a solution x such that 
IIx”--xllY+o as n-a, 
where {x,} c V0 is determined by iterative conditions and (Ix - x0 II Y < r. 
Remark 1.1. The method used in Theorem 1.1 which is based on the 
method of contractor direction (the so-called Global Lineralization 
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Iterative Method I) can be replaced by another iterative method with 
stepsize 1 which is based on the idea of convergence of geometric series 
(the so-called Global Linearization Iterative Method II). Thus in further 
discussion about existence of tangent directions assumptions of 
Theorem 1.1 from [2] can be replaced by Theorem 2.1 from [2]. 
2. EXISTENCE OF TANGENT DIRECTIONS 
Theorem 1.1 as well as Theorem 2.1 from [2] mentioned in Remark 1.1 
can be applied to prove existence of the tangent directions to the set 
p= {x:P(x)=O}, 
where P is defined by (1.2) at a given point x0 E Y. 
DEFINITION 2.1. A vector h E Y is a tangent direction to the set Q at the 
point x,, if there exists s0 > 0 such that for any 0 <E < .sO there exists 
X(E)E Q such that 
X(E) = x0 + Eh + T(E) 
and 
e-’ llr(&)II Y+ 0 as E +o. 
Let us introduce the following additional assumption: 
(A7) Let h E Y, E > 0. There exist constants c, = c,(h) and c2 = c2(h) 
such that 
IIF(xo + Eh) - F(x,) - &F’(x,,) hll G c1c2 
Ilfbo + Eh) -fbA - $(x0) hII G w2. 
Proceeding as in [3] or [6] we can prove 
THEOREM 2.1. Let 
(i) hypothesis of Theorem 1.1 be satisfied with the function x,, 
replaced by x0 + Eh and 1 - 2S> 0 and 
(ii) assumption (A7) be satisfied; then any h satisfying the condition 
Lh + F’(x,) h +f’(xo) h = 0 
is a tangent direction to the set Q at the point x,,. 
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Proof. We must prove that for x,, such that PxO = 0 it follows from the 
fact that h satisfies condition 
Lh + F’(x,) h +f’(x,J h = 0 (2.1) 
that T(E) exists such that 
P(x, + Eh + T(E)) = 0 (2.2) 
for 0 < E < c0 and 
&-I ll4E)II Y+o as E -0. (2.3) 
Thus in terms of existence of solution we must prove that x = x,, + .sh + Y(E) 
is a solution of equation Px=O satisfying condition (2.3). Let Pi = 
llptx, + Eh)ll 
By using (2.1) and (A?) we have that 
PO(E)= IIW,+~h)ll= llL(x,+&h)+F(x,+&h)+f(xo+&h)ll 
= )ILx, + sLh + F(x, + eh) +f(xo + Eh) - Lx, - F(x,) -f(xJ 
- &(Lh + F’(x,) h +f’(x,,) h)jl = IIF(xo + eh) - F(x,) - .sF’(xJ h 
+.0x, + ch) -.f(xd - ~f’(x,J hll < IIF(x,, + Eh) - F(x,) - d”(xo) h/l 
+ Ilf(xo + Eh) -j-(x0) - &f’(x) hll < cy* + C*E* = (cl + c2) c* = cc*. 
Hence 
[Po(E)]1-s~Cl-SE2(1-j) and 06; [PO(&)]l-sQC1-“E’~*g (2.4) 
Then for sufficiently small E, in view of (2.4), condition (1.10) of 
Theorem 1.1 is satisfied with p0 replaced by Pi. Thus by virtue of this 
theorem with x0 replaced by x0 + ch there exists a solution x of equation 
Px=O. Let us put T(E)=x-X(E). Then x=x,+~h+r(~) and 
P(x, + ch + Y(E)) = 0. Thus it is suffices to prove that 
E-l Ilr(&)II Y+o as E +O. 
This condition follows from condition (1.11) in view of (2.4). Indeed from 
(1.11) with p0 replaced by P,,(E) we have that 
EC’ Ilr(&)IIy~c.(2c)‘-“.&-‘.(PO(E))l-S[a(l-q)A]” 
. IILL1 -4)l-‘.expC41 -s)l; 
thus in view of (2.4) since 1 - 2S > 0, E- ’ \lr(a)j\ Y -+ 0 as E --* 0, which com- 
pletes the proof. 
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Remark 2.1. Theorem 1.1 is a generalization of the Lusternik theorem 
in [S]. For according to Lusternik’s assumptions the operator P must be 
Frechet differentiable in some neighborhood of the point x0 and P’(x,) 
must be continuous and map Y onto X. In our case the abstract derivative 
of P need not satisfy these conditions. 
EXAMPLE. The example for such an operator model can be the problem 
of tangent directions for nonlinear evolution equations. Given 0 < b, denote 
by C(0, b; X) the Banach space of all continuous functions x = x(t) defined 
on the interval [0, b] with values in X and the norm 
II4 m,X = sup [llx(t)llx:O<t<b]. 
In the same way, norms II y 11 oo, y and ~~z~~ m,Z are defined for Y and Z. 
Let C’(0, b, X) stand for the vector space of all continuously differen- 
tiable functions from [0, b] to X. Let the function 
x0 E C(0, b, Z) n C’(0, 6, X). 
Let IV,, be an open ball in Y with center x,(O) and radius r,>O. Put 
V, = IV,, n Z and let Vi be the closure of V0 in Y. Let F: [0, b] x VI -+ X 
be a nonlinear mapping and f: [0, b] x I’, + X be a nonlinear mapping 
locally Lipschitzian with respect o x. 
Consider the following Cauchy problem: 
$+F(t,x)+f(t,x)=O, O<t<b, 
40) = to, 
where &, =x0(O). Let G be the set of functions x in C(0, 6; V,( 11 .{I =)) n 
C’(0, 6; X) with x(0) = to E Z and I/x - x0 I( m, y < r,-,. Denote 
Q={ xEC(O,b; V,(lI.IIC))nC1(O,b;X):~+F(I,x) 
+f(~,x)=o,X(O)=~O ; i 
then with (A7) in the form: There exist constants ci = c,(h) and c2 = c2(h) 
such that 
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We get that any h satisfying the equation 
dh 
z+F’(t,x,)h+f’(t,x,)h=O 
is a tangent direction to the set Q at the point x0. 
By using Theorem 2.1, one can prove a necessary condition for 
optimality for extremal Problem I. However, unboundness of the operator 
L prevents us from expressing necessary conditions in terms of Lagrange 
multipliers. 
COROLLARY 2.1. Let x0 be a point of minimum for Problem I. Zf all the 
assumptions of Theorem 2.1 are satisfied then 
f’b(xo) h = 0, Vh&A?, (2.5) 
where M={h:Lh+F’(xo)h+f’(xo)h=O}. 
Proof: Our proposition can be easily obtained by using the 
Dubovitskii-Milyutin theorem from [4]. 
We must determine 
Co-a cone of decrease of the functional F. at the point x0 (cf. 
[4, Sect. 41) and its cone dual C,*. 
C,-a tangent cone to the set Q = {x:Lx+F(x)+ f(x) =0} at the 
point x0. 
In view of assumption (Al), Theorem 7.5 from [4] implies that 
Co= {hE Y&(x0) h<O} 
and from [4, Sect. lo] we have that 
C,*={f,~Y*:f,(h)=-ioP&co)h,lo~Oj. (2.6) 
Applying Theorem 2.1 to the set Q we obtain 
M=(h:Lh+F’(x,)h+f’(x,)h=O}cC,. (2.7) 
Since C, is closed as a tangent cone (cf. [S, Sect. 0.23) then ni;ic Ci. 
From the Dubovitskii-Milyutin theorem we have that there exist non- 
zero functionals f. E C,* and f, E CT such that 
fo+f1 =a G-8) 
Let h E n; then from above h E C,. Thus we have that f,(h) = 0 and (2.8) 
has the form 
f,(h)=0 for all h E I@. (2.9) 
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By using (2.6) we obtain 
Fb(x,) h = 0 for all h E ii;l. 
COROLLARY 2.2. If assumption (A 1) is replaced by 
(Al)’ F0 is differentiable at x0 in any direction and Fb(x,, h) is convex 
as a function of h; F, satisfies the Lipschitz condition in the neighbourhood 
of the point x0; 
then in view of Theorem 3.1 from [4] 
Co= {hE Y:F;(x,, h)<O} 
and proposition of Corollary 2.1 takes the form 
Fb(x,, h)=O for all he&‘. 
3. THE DUBOVITSKII-MULYUTIN FORMALISM 
Let Y, X,, i = 1, 2, . . . . n, be Banach spaces. Let Ai: Y + Xi, i = 1, 2, . . . . n 
denote bounded linear operators. 
Let us denote 
Ci= {he Y:A,h=O}, i= 1, 2, . . . . n. (3.1) 
Let M be a given subspace of Y with closure li;i. 
We introduce an operator A: Y + X1 x . . x X, of the form 
Ah = (A,h, A,h, . . . . A,h) (3.2) 
and denote 
c= fi Cii-lR. (3.3) 
i=l 
LEMMA 3.1. Assume that A(&?) is closed and f E C*. Then there exist 
fiE CT, i = 1, 2, . . . . n, such that 
f(h)=f,(h)+ ... +f,,(h) forall hEli;i, (3.4) 
where fi = A,? Ai, li E XT, i = 1, 2, .., n, Cy, i = 1, 2, . . . . n, C * denote the cones 
dual to Ci, C, respectively. 
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Proof: Let us denote by A” the operator A defined by (3.2) with the 
domain restricted to ii;i, i.e., 
for every h E iiJ. 
‘aI = (‘4,/z, A,h, . ..) A,h) (3.5) 
In view of the assumption that the range of 2 is a closed subspace of 
X, x X, x ... x X, we need to consider only two cases: 
1. Assume A(A) = X, x X, x . . x X,. In this case operator A” 
satisfies all the assumptions of the annihilator lemma from [S]. Making 
use of this lemma we have that 
(ker d)’ = Im A”*, (3.6) 
where A”* denotes the adjoint operator to A”, i.e., A”*: (X, x ... x X,)* --+ 
(a)*. Combining (3.1), (3.2), (3.3), (3.5) we have that 
(kerA)‘=(fi, Cinj@); (3.7) 
i.e., in view of (3.6) 
(0, C,nM)*=ImA*. (3.8) 
Let f E C*. Then from (3.3), f E (fly=, C,n M)*. In view of (3.8) there 
exists 1 E (X, x ... x X,)* such that 
f=A*A. (3.9) 
Consider an arbitrary element h E H. Then from the definition of dual 
operator (cf. [S, Sect. 0.23) and (3.6) we obtain that 
f(h)=(A"*l,h)=(l,Ah)= i (/$,A$)= i (Ai*l;,h), (3.10) 
i=l i=l 
where Izi E XT, i = 1, 2, . . . . n. Denote f, = A*,?; for i = 1, 2, . . . . n. From the 
equation 
(A*lj, X) = (ni, AiX) (3.11) 
for any x E Ci we have that fi E CF, which completes the proof in this case. 
2. Assume A(M) is a proper closed subspace of X, x X, x . . . x X,; 
i.e., A(R) is a Banach space, too. In this case the operator A”: @+ A(@ 
defined by (3.5) satisfies all the assumptions of the annihilator lemma from 
[S] and we have that (3.6) holds true. Proceeding as before we can show 
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that (3.7), (3.8) hold. Let f~ C*; then f~ (fly= I Gin li;i)* and in view of 
(3.9) there exists XE (A(R))* such that 
f=a*x. (3.12) 
By The Banach-Hahn theorem the functional 1, which is linear and con- 
tinuous on A(&?), can be extended to a linear and continuous functional on 
x,x ..’ x X,; i.e., 1 E (X, x . . x X,)* exists such that 
(4 Y) = 6% Yh vy E A(A). (3.13) 
Consider an arbitrary element h E A?. Then in view of (3.12) and proceeding 
similarly as before we get 
f(h) = @*I, h) = (1, 22) = (A, Ah) = i (Ai, AJZ) = i (AT A,, h) (3.14) 
i=l ,=I 
for all h~li-i, where lieX*, i= 1, 2, . . . . n. Denote fi=ATAj, i= 1, 2, . . . . n; 
from (3.11) we have that fi E CT, which competes the proof. 
Remark 3.1. Lemma 3.1 can be considered as some extension of 
Lemma 1 from [7] and of Lemma 1.1 from [S]. 
Using the Dubovitskii-Milyutin lemma we can prove the following as its 
extension. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let C1, C,, . . . . C,, C,, 1, . . . . C,,+,,, he cones in Y with 
vertices at 0; CI, C2, .,., C, be defined by (3.1); the operator A defined by 
(3.2) be such that A(@ is closed, and cones C, + , , . . . . C,,+,,, be open and 
convex. Zf nrr,m Ci n ii? = fzr then there exist linear continuous functionals 
fi E CT, i = 1,2, . . . . n + m, not all zero such that 
f,(h)+fAh)+ .” +fn+mV)=O (3.15) 
for every h E A, where fi = AT li, Ai E XT, i = 1, 2, . . . . n. 
Proof. In view of (3.3) we have that 
n+tTl 
i=9+, ‘inC=O (3.16) 
and obviously C is a convex cone (as an intersection of subspaces). 
Now we can apply the Dubovitskii-Milyutin lemma to the system of 
cones Cn+,, . . . . C,,,, C. We see that (3.16) is satisfied if there exist linear 
continuous functionals f, E CF, i = 1,2, . . . . n, and f E C* not all zero such that 
f +fn+l+ ..’ +f,+,=O. (3.17) 
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Let us consider the above equation for h E I% Then by Lemma 3.1 there 
exist fj E Cf, i = 1, 2, . . . . n + m, such that 
f,(h) +f#) + ... +fn+,(h)+ ... +fn+,(h)=O (3.18) 
for every h E A7. 
Sincef,,,, ...,fn+m,f are not all zero, then in view of (3.4) fi, f2, . . . . fn + m 
are also not all zero. 
Remark 3.2. Lemma 3.2 is some generalization of Lemma 2 from [7] 
and Lemma 1.2 from [S]. 
Let Y, I,, x2, . . . . I,+, be Banach spaces. Let us now consider the 
following extremal problem: 
Minimize the functional G on Banach space Y: 
G(x) + min (3.19) 
under the constraints x E Zi, i = 1, 2, . . . . n + 1, . . . . n + m, n + m + 1, 
where Z,, Z,, . . . . Z, c Y are so-called inequality constraints; i.e. 
(int Zi # (21 for i = 1, 2, . . . . n), 
Z”+i= (XE Y:H,(x)=O} for i = 1, 2, . . . . m (3.20) 
Z n+m+,={~~Y:P(x)=O}=(x~Y:Lx+F(x)+f(x)=O}, (3.21) 
where Hi: Y -+ Xi, i = 1, 2, . . . . m are Frlchet differentiable in some 
neighborhood of the point x0 E fly:? + ’ Zi; operator H: Y--f X, x . . . 
xX, is defined by H(x)= (H,(x), Hz(x), . . . . H,(x)); and P: Y-+ 
x T?l+1> where operators L, F, f satisfy assumptions (A2)-(A5) of 
Section 1 with E = A’, + 1. 
Let 
M= (hE Y:Lh+F’(x,)h+f’(x,)h=O}, (3.22) 
let Cn+i, i = 1, 2, . . . . m + 1 denote tangent cones to Z, +i at x,,, 
respectively and let TC denote the tangent cone to n;T,*++,,’ Zi at x0. 
Using Lemma 3.2 and Theorem 2.1 we can prove a necessary condition 
of optimality for Problem I. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let 
1. a functional G(x) attain its local minimum on the set 
z= fly:;“+’ Zi at the point x0 E Z; 
2. G(x) decrease regularly at the point x0 with the cone of decrease 
co; 
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3. the inequality constraints Zic Y for i= 1, 2, . . . . n be regular at the 
point x0 with feasible cones C,, i= 1, 2, . . . . n; 
4. operators Hi, i = 1, 2, . . . . m, are regular at the point x0 E X; operator 
H: Y+ X, x . .. x X, is such that H’(x,)(M) is closed in X, x . .. x X,; 
5. the hypothesis of Theorem 1.1 be satisfiedfor operators P with point 
x0 replaced by x0 + Eh and 1 - 2S > 0; 
6. there exist constants cl = c,(h) and c2 = c?(h) such that 
lIF(x,+~h)-F(xo)-~F’(xO) hi\ <c,e2 
llf(xo+~h)-f(~~)-~f'(~~)hll~~~~~; 
7. fly,-,+, Ci c TC; then there exist linear and continuous ,functionals 
fiE C,*, i=O, 1, . . . . n + m, not all zero such that 
f,(h)+f,@l+ ... +fm+n@)=O 
for every h E m, where A4 is given by (3.22), fn+; = Hi* (x,,) Ai, Ais XT, 
i = 1, 2, . . . . m. 
Proof In view of assumption 4 we can use the Lusternik theorem in 
order to find the tangent directions to the constraint Zn+ i, i = 1, 2, . . . . m, 
given by (3.20). We shall obtain the cones C, + i, i = 1, 2, . . . . m, in the form 
Cn+;= (he Y:H;(x,)h=O}, i = 1, 2, . . . . m. (3.23) 
Now let us consider constraint Z,, + ,,, + , given by (3.21), where operators L, 
F,fsatisfy assumptions (A.2t(A.5) of Section 1 with E = X,, , . In view of 
assumptions 5 and 6 we can use Theorem 2.1 in order to obtain tangent 
directions to set Z n + m + 1 given by (3.21) at the point x,,. We get inclusion 
M=(h~Y:Lh+F’(x,)h+f’(x,Jh=O}cC,+,+,. (3.24) 
Since the tangent cone in a Banach space is closed (cf. [S, Sect. 0.21) we 
have that Ac C,,,, , , also. 
Using Lemma 3.2 with A = H’(x,), in order to prove our theorem it is 
enough to show that 
t?+W? 
f-J C,nlv=~. (3.25) 
r=O 
Suppose to the contrary that there exists some h E fiche C, n R. Since 
he Cj for i=O, 1, 2, . . . . n, then from the definitions of a feasible direction 
and the direction of decrease of the functional (cf. [4]) and from the fact 
that the number of sets Zi, i = 1, 2, . . . . n, is finite it follows that there exist 
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a neighborhood O(h) of the vector h, some tl < 0, and some cl > 0 such that 
for any h E O(h) and E E (0, E, ), we have that x0 + EL E fiy= i Zi and 
G(x, + Eh) 6 G(x,) + ax 
Now let us consider the fact that h E nl2,“:, C,n &if for 
i=n+.l,...,n+m. Thenfrom thefact that&?cC,+,+, weget that hisa 
tangent direction to the set Zn+m+ 1 at the point x0. 
Then we get that h E n;tnm++,’ Ci; i.e., in view of assumption 7 we have 
that h is a tangent direction to the set n;_fnm++i’ Zi at the point x0. 
Let us consider the element X(E) =x0 + ch + T(E) E n:_‘,m,‘,’ Zi as in the 
definition of the tangent direction (Definition 2.1) and &o be such that 
h(~) = h + (l/s) T(E) E O(h) for all 0 <a ~6~. 
Now let us put E” = min(a,, a,). Then from the previous considerations we 
have that for every E E (0, E”) the point x0 +&(a) E Z= n:z;1+’ Z, and 
G(x, + &h(s)) < G(x,), but this contradicts assumption 1. 
Thus we have shown that fi:Lc Ci n li;i = @, which completes the proof. 
Theorem 3.1 provides a necessary condition in the weaker form that 
results from [4], [7], or [S] because the so-called Euler-Langrange equa- 
tion (fo+fi + ... +fn+m= 0) in Theorem 3.1 is satisfied only on a certain 
subspace included in the tangent cone for the equality constraint. However, 
in all the applications of the Euler-Langrange equation to the optimal con- 
trol problem the first step is to restrict this equation to such a subspace. 
Thus Theorem 3.1 is strong enough to be applied to problems of optimal 
control of nonlinear evolution equations. In such problems the constraints 
Z n+m+l given by (3.21) would be represented by a nonlinear evolution 
equation and operator L by its abstract derivative. 
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